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to permit the attention to keep on jumping the fence,
and wandering off into adjacent pastures*
All that the attention requires In the way of fodder
is the necessary amount of	; and even if that
faculty Is allowed to jump fences and to browse at
large, it will not be any better off. If it has acquired
the bad habit of jumping fences it is probably because
it has never known for what a fence exists.
I ask you to concentrate your mind on the Idea
house. What do you do ?
You cannot think of house as a mere abstract idea,
for if you did you would soon be playing second fiddle
to that old Hindu fakir, whom you saw at the fringe
of the jungle sitting amidst a cloud of flies.
To concentrate means to do something; so when
you concentrate on the idea house, you must not only
do something, but must also keep on doing so. The
moment that you stop doing something with an end
in view you will start doing something else aimlessly.
The first thing that you will do when you start
concentrating on the idea of house wiH be to divide that
big pasturage of ideas into smaller patches of interest;
then to " browse around ** in one of these little areas
until everything of value within it has been absorbed
and digested, and then to move on to the next patch
of interest-fodder.
In the idea house we can have one little interest
patch that will embrace the masonry-work, another
the woodwork, another the metal-work, another the
decorative features, and so on.
We could start off with many more little
patches if we wanted to; but the four which we have set
out will be sufficient for the purpose of illustration.

